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The features that have survived the transition are many and well-rounded. SoundForge Pro Mac
offers you the ability to export your project as a collection of MPEG-4 AAC or WAV audio files,

complete with the region markers and any effects that you applied. It can also export audio files for
CD Burning in a WAV or MP3 format, while retaining the region markers and any effects you applied.

Sound Forge Pro Mac also offers 20 templates and 11 effect types to help you get the best results
out of your own recordings. Finally, the software comes with a wide variety of tools for dealing with
both stereo and surround sound audio, as well as multichannel PCM audio files. You will find basics

such as adjusting the volume balance and pan of individual audio channels and splitting and
combining mono, stereo and surround-surround channels. But you can also use the audio analysis
tools to find energy in the signal, equalize, compress, normalize, and many other functions. The

program also includes advanced effects such as the widely-used phase vocoder, vocoder effects that
provide effects such as reverberation, echo, pitch shifting, and much more. It's fairly sophisticated,
with many different models and instruments to choose from. You can import loops of any sort, with

both single-take samples and full band music. You can mix music samples or your own loops
together to create complete tracks. Sound Forge Pro Mac supports a variety of speech data and

music, so you can produce complete speech-driven or music-driven clips easily. All these features
mean that you'll have a blast when editing, and you'll get great results out of the music you choose

to use. However, the program's dependability and stability still leave something to be desired. I
found Sound Forge Pro Mac to be quite sluggish at times during the actual editing process,

particularly when using the Event and Region feature. I often found it necessary to close the project
altogether and reopen it before getting back into the editing. However, most of the time I could
achieve the desired results with a few tweaks and was generally able to return to editing fairly

quickly.
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the good news is that sound
forge pro 1.0 for the mac is now
here. after the rather brisk and

somewhat unexpected release of
a sound forge windows version
earlier this year, i'm pleased to

report that sony has ported their
flagship product to the mac

platform. the bad news is that
there is no free version

available. however, i'm told by a
reader that it is'very, very easy

to unlock' the program, so i
expect that you should be able
to take this opportunity to try a
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trial version before committing
to a full-price purchase. the

following file is the entry point to
the trial version. just run sound

forge pro 1.0.app and you will be
taken to the mac download page
to purchase a license. it's not in

the mac app store, but it is
bundled with mac os x snow

leopard and runs on os x 10.5
and later. one final caveat. i've
had a windows version of sound
forge for a few years now. i've
used it extensively to edit and

master audio. i've used the
windows version of sound forge

pro 1.0 on occasion but have
found it to be rather light on
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some of the more advanced
features. the mac version, on the
other hand, is not. it is designed
for audio editing and mastering
and is very powerful. however, it
has been developed for the mac
platform and is optimised for the

mac's operating system. this
means that you will probably
have fewer options and some

limitations that you won't have
on the windows version of sound

forge pro. for example, the
sound forge pro mac will not
read wave or aiff files that

you've created with sound forge
pro 365. it will, however, read
files created with sound forge
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(see itunes.apple.com). if you
are looking for a full-featured,

mac-only digital audio
workstation, you might want to

look at one of the more
comprehensive packages, such

as fl studio or pro tools. i've
heard of people using sound

forge pro mac successfully but,
to be fair, i have yet to use it
myself. the benefits of sound

forge pro 1.0 mac include:
5ec8ef588b
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